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Abstract
Clarification implies to make an idea, statement, etc. clear or intelligible thus to free from
ambiguity. It is good to make illustrious clarification for any methodology, theory so that no
ambiguity confuses the researchers. In love affairs the relation depends on the clarification in
every footstep. Here both fiancé and fiancée do suffer from anxiety if be deserted by either or
both. Clarifier acts as interpreter. An interpreter must have sound knowledge on the
concerned matter. Here interpreter acts as implementer.
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INTRODUCTION
Creative writing is based more on
manifestation rather than on expression. It
does not inform rather reveals, so it bears
no reference. The best creative writing is
critical, and the best critical writing is
creative. The present article is the outcome
of creative writing meant for lay readers.
As such free style is the methodology
adopted so that pleasure of reading can be
enjoyed by the common mass. As you
know well that Francis Bacon (15611626), the immortal essayist, wrote many
essays and notably, Of Love, Of
Friendship, Of Ambition, Of Studies, etc.
The myriad-minded genius rightly pointed
out that all the words of the dictionary can
be the themes of essays one can write. But
little has been done, in this regard since his
death, in order to finish his unfinished
monumental works. In fact Bacon's way of
presentation i.e., his unique style kindled
the imagination already in me and
encouraged me as well to write essays, in
the light of creative writing, thus to get
relief through Catharsis.
ARTICLE
Clarification implies to become or make
something clearer or easier to understand.
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It removes confusion. It diminishes doubt.
It deals with transparency. Its outcome is
transparent. It means to purify. It is to
remove impurities. Further, clarification
means to make something, especially a fat,
pure by heating it. It is to make clear or
pure, especially butter, liquid, air, etc. free
from impurities thereby transparent. It is
to make fat-free of liquid and butter, etc.
To remove impurities from raw butter
means to clarify butter. Similarly clarified
syrup is obtained. Thus clarified butter and
clarified syrup are used for safe human
consumption.
To
get
pure food
clarification is a must. To avoid health
hazard and for safety of health clarification
is adopted for food and medicine.
Similarly, clarified air helps a patient for
early recovery. Further, clarified air is
suitable for an aeroplane to fly smoothly.
Clarification highlights transparency.
Transparency is an important factor in
every sphere of life in case of both man
and machine. Clarification thereby
coordination is required between policy
maker and executor. A computer program
is a series of commands in One (1) and
Zero (0).Computer asks for clarification to
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opt either One (1) or Zero (0) in every foot
step thus to run the program smoothly. The
command in the program is done lucidly.
Any mistake will render the whole
program quite frustrated.
Clarification implies to make an idea,
statement, etc. clear or intelligible thus to
free from ambiguity. It is good to make
illustrious
clarification
for
any
methodology, theory so that no ambiguity
confuses the researchers. In love affairs the
relation depends on the clarification in
every footstep. Here both fiancé and
fiancée do suffer from anxiety if be
deserted by either or both. Clarifier acts as
interpreter. An interpreter must have sound
knowledge on the concerned matter. Here
interpreter acts as implementer.
Clarification is done to free the mind,
intelligence, etc. from confusion. It is done
to revive the mind in its previous normal
state. Then no tension is experienced by
any nerve cell of the brain. Clarification is
to become clear, pure or intelligible. A
shrewd politician is always certain when
the political situation would eventually
clarify. Clarification is to make clear of
difficult subject, obscure statement, mind,
sight, etc. Clarification renders obscure to
crystal clear and lucid having no
ambiguity. Clarification makes clear both
literal and figurative of literary style.
Clarified point is a must for judicious
decision in the court. A judicious person
always clarifies his stand to avoid
complicacy. He does it for his own safety.
Then none can blame him. None can
consider him as a corrupted person. A
corrupted person is murdered or has to
welcome premature death due to tension.
Here lies the importance of selfclarification. Transparency is an important
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tool to tackle the reality. A wise uses it for
his safe-guard. In a patriarchal society
chastity of bride has to be clarified for
getting green signal from the groom.
Clarification of remark and clarified
remark are very vital in any logical
argument. In any debate both clarity of
thought and clarification are two pillars to
establish the opinion. Statement is of two
types either verbal or written. Verbal
statement can be clarified either in
exaggerated or understated form due to its
vocal tone or temperament. But written
statement cannot be manipulated through
clarification. To avoid manipulation is a
herculean task. For its clarification tons of
paper is required to convert the situation
favourable. The situation becomes worse
more when further clarification is required
for previous clarification. If clarification is
not done with utmost care then the
situation becomes clumsy for series of
statements. The treaty between two rival
countries should not or need not require
any clarification for the implementation of
clauses as laid down in the agreement. If
there is breach of contract then the whole
issue needs clarification to make further
clarifications of the contract.
To clarify one’s meaning is to be
performed by the person himself.
Otherwise third party’s interpretation may
be misleading. In many cases third party
without realising the matter clearly tries to
clarify the matter in an obscure manner. It
is a fact that if a person cannot realise a
matter clearly then he cannot clarify the
concerned matter lucidly. In research
works clarification has immense effect.
In case of huge amount of cheque or in
case of serious operation of a dying patient
clarification is very important. Thus if the
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matter is important clarification is also
important. Clarification is alias and akin to
care. And care is taken since the loss of
money and life can never be compensated.
If the matter is nominal clarification
required is less. If the loss is less or if the
risk is less then clarification is not always
taken. In case of loss the concerned person
compensates if be asked. In some cases
authority forgives if the track record of the
employee is good or no ill motive played
behind his initiative. A poor person or a
dull-headed fool seldom does anything
without prior approval or clarification.
Any law when is enforced there may be
problem for its execution. Then the law is
amended and clarified thereby. In cricket,
sometimes, the out of a batsman depends
on clarification of third umpire. This
clarification is taken to avoid complication
aroused from bias or match fixing. Here,
benefit of doubt goes in favour of batsman.
Someone calls it demerit of clarification.
But a judicious batsman opines that
clarification may not favour him always.
Sometime it favours. Sometime it favours
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not. Thus, the summation of for and
against of out in his entire tenure of cricket
life is equal to zero. This confession can
only be made by a player having
sportsmanship. He is the real hero.
CONCLUSIONS
A wise person clarifies always. He is
worshipped as prudent clarifier for
illuminating dark assertions. Clarificatory
research works of medieval period are
valued much for its obscurity. An honest
person suppresses never. His movement is
beyond suspicion. Dishonest and corrupted
persons take the opportunity of ambiguity
always. Nepotism is done without
clarification of obscure matter rather with
bad intention. A shrewd politician always
tries to fish in troubled water. A fool does
not take clarification. He is unable to
realize the importance of taking
clarification. He follows blindly, rather
bluntly. A criminal does if his purpose is
served. If not then takes clarification. A
powerful person goes without clarification.
He takes clarification if he likes. He takes
not if he likes not.
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